Understanding Variable Stars
a report on the theory of pulsating stars - gsu p&a - note: “understanding variable stars” by john r.
percy has proven to be an invaluable, comprehensive resource for this topic. thus, that work will be frequently
cited in these pages. pulsation mechanisms & the instability strip we now begin a discussion as to what exactly
causes these pulsations. stars are a great chapter 11: variable stars, light curves & periodicity benchmark. by observing variable stars, a serious observer (such as an amateur astronomer or student) can
make a significant contribution to astronomy. also, to understand and create theories about why and how stars
vary, astronomers need to know the long-term history of the stars; hence it is essential that we have long-term
observations. pulsating variable star and h-r diagram activity summary - to plot the bright and nearby
stars themselves before plotting the variable stars, a blank h-r diagram and the star data tables are available
separately to download. the variable star data tables list the stars, spectral class, absolute magnitude and
distance in parsecs. understanding the h-r diagram - lesson and assignment - understanding the h-r
diagram lesson and assignment understanding the h-r diagram lesson and assignment introduction: stars are
classified according to their brightness and temperature. they range in temperature from super hot blue-white
stars (over 20,000°c) to cool red stars (2,500°c + to 3,000°c). the mean light curve of a variable star variable stars have many uses in astronomy: for example, eclipsing binary systems can be used to calculate
stellar masses, while some types of regular variable stars can be used as distance indicators. the period of the
variation, and the shape and regularity of the light curve, are of critical importance in understanding variable
stars. teaching astronomy: why and how? - aavso - important contributions which amateur astronomers
have made to our understanding of variable stars. let me remind you that amateur astronomers (and
professional astronomers, of course) can also make important contributions to education (percy 1997).
questions for understanding – 1929 cosmic times throughout ... - questions for understanding – 1929
cosmic times ... briefly discuss how those stars are used to calculate distance in space. 4. who was the first
person to recognize the importance of cepheid variable stars? universe is expanding 1. using the 100-inch
hooker telescope, hubble discovered two things that prove ... spectroscopic observations of the bright rv
tauri variable ... - rv tauri stars are radially-pulsating yellow supergiant stars 1 and are located near the top
of the instability strip on the hertzsprung–russell diagram. the rv tauri stage is a relatively short-lived episode
late in the lifetime of these stars as they transition from the asymptotic giant branch (agb) towards eventually
becoming a white dwarf. stellar evolution julian day system - different types of variable stars. one group of
variable stars is the pulsating variables. these stars expand and contract in a repeating cycle of size changes.
the change in size can be observed as a change in apparent brightness (apparent magnitude.) cepheid
variables are one type of pulsating variable stars. variable stars - department of physics - variable stars
overview for the astronomy advanced lab looking up at the night sky many of us would say that the stars we
see are unchanging and unblinking. on the contrary, the majority of the stars we see in the night sky are
variable at least to some degree. even our own star has variability; the solar constant isn’t truly a constant.
observations of red‐giant variable stars by aboriginal ... - observations of red-giant variable stars by
aboriginal australians duane w. hamacher monash university and university of southern queensland aboriginal
australians carefully observe the properties and positions of stars, including both overt and subtle changes in
their brightness, for subsistence and social application. these obser- variable star photometry: variable
lightcurves and ... - variable stars come in many different varieties. some are very important for
understanding stellar evolution (contact and eclipsing binaries), others are important for measuring distances
(cepheid variables and rr lyrae stars), while others tell us about the astrophysics of stars that have ended their
lives (cataclysmic variables). cepheid variable star rs puppis - teacherlink - about cepheid variable stars.
you may be asked to share this information with the rest of the class. study the image of cepheid variable star
rs puppis on the front of the lithograph, and then look at the images on the back. write down as many
questions as you can about what you see in the images. lab 7 hubble’s law and the cosmic distance scale
- cepheid variable stars are important examples of standard candles, used to determine accu-rate distances to
stars within the milky way and within nearby galaxies like the andromeda galaxy. the amount of light output
by these massive stars can vary by a factor of two or three, over a regular period of time extending from a few
days to a few months.
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